09.02.2017 TC co-chairs' call

General business

- Rich will be rescheduling the TC call on Kavi and sending out the mail to the TC later today.

SC updates

- TAXII status
  - RC1 released
  - Two major open items: pagination, url parameters for filtering
  - Hoping to release RC2 Friday

- Interop status
  - Meeting this week, reviewed stuff on indicators and sightings, uses cases and examples
  - General impression: people happy with how things are going
  - Next meeting: week after RSA
  - RSA: all participating companies will have the opportunity to present 15 minutes at OASIS booth

- STIX status
  - Open Review period ballot needs to be opened
    - TODO: Rich to open ballot on Kavi
  - John emailed proposal on i18n to the list

- Cyber Observables status
  - Howto document
  - 2.1 roadmap

RSA

- OASIS meetup
  - What is our messaging this year?
    - Value of STIX, why should somebody care?
    - What can they learn that's new?
    - What problems does STIX try to solve?
    - What's new vs. STIX 1.2?
    - Concrete call to action: put STIX 2 on your roadmap and/or join OASIS; if you're a defender, demand that your vendors start implementing

- Informal social events?
  - NC4/New Context party
STIX 2.0 public review process

- Creating FAQ
  - Rich: MITRE can do it
  - Wiki: people can do a PR
- Identifying orgs/people to request feedback from:
  - MILE/IETF - Rich
  - SACM
  - FIRST - Rich
  - National Council of ISACs
  - ENISA
  - Facebook (Mark Hamel) - Bret
- TODO: identify additional folks to contact, ensure consistent messaging and coordination in terms of who's the POC for the TC
- Chet says, if we plan on a 30 day review period, assume 45 days so OASIS can do "stuff"
- Comment resolution workflow
  - TODO: create a Google Sheet for comment processing, publically readable
  - TODO: join the public review mailing list, encourage the TC members to join that list

Open Repository for python-stix2

- Should be up on Github today or tomorrow.

STIX 2.1 development process

- Github issue tracker
  - John's been doing most of the work:
    - Confidence
    - Opinion
    - i18n
    - ...etc
  - TODO: John has asked the co-chairs for review prior to making the issue tracker public
- Need to add items for known issues in SOCS 2.1 / TAXII 2.1
- Editorial workflow
  - Desire to do most of development in clean documents, moving it through the normative review process, then move it into the official draft documents once the work is stable
  - Had to regenerate the 2.1 drafts to incorporate minor changes from 2.0.
  - Need to be careful about maintaining changelogs vis-a-vis changes made from 2.0
- Development documents
  - Create smaller documents for pieces in development, linked to the Github issue tracker?
Scheduling the next F2F

- Hitachi have offered a meeting space in NY alongside Borderless Cyber (21-22 June)
- Scope should mainly be on 2.1, with maybe a 1-2 hour block for 2.2 brainstorming
- Late April / early May would be a good timeframe, given our desire to be roughly code-complete on 2.1 by end of June
- Bret suggested London
- TODO: further discussion needed